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Study of the Performance of the SIP Protocol Ensuring the Signaling in the IMS
Network

ABSTRACT: The functionality of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is designed to operate on a variety of wireless access
technologies and throughout the access network coverage, such as RTC, 3G, 4G and even 5G networks. In this article, we have
set up an IMS registration procedure for the different networks. In addition, the SIP-based call setup mechanism based on SIP.
Two processes have been taken into account, in the registration process and the re-registration process, which is a
complementary  procedure for the registration process. Our results show that the proposed framework has achieved the goal
of registering user equipment in the IMS for different access networks. In addition, the proposed IMS module implanted has
succeeded in playing the expected role.
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1. Introduction

The Internet Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is based on several types of SIP servers called Call Session Session Functions
(SSCs) which provide SIP signaling in the IMS network, given the primary role of this protocol, it is obvious to evaluate The
operation of the different SIP requests in this network, to do this our architecture studied is based on [1] to extract the delay of
transmission of a packet in the network, the jitter, and the different size of the packets.The transmission of multimedia applications
over the network has become important and all large companies use it as a necessary means. That is why the Internet Multimedia
subsystem has been standardized by the project [2] and adapted by several acts of standardization bodies as an activity-
oriented service via fixed and mobile IP networks. In [3] they presented the analysis of the IMS signaling according to the SIP
messages. The signaling phases of the clients for access to the IMS network were simulated using [4]. In [5], the authors have
shown that the core function of the IMS network kernel is to ensure the authorization and control procedure between IMS
clients and application servers, and that the application servers (AS ) And the services provided in the IMS network and
categorized the application servers according to the types of applications provided. However, the IMS network does not
provide information on the internal architecture of an application server, but requires that these servers meet certain requirements
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for their operation.

In [6], the authors said that there was no simulation for the IMS network. To do this, they have created an IMS network
simulation based on SIP on the simulator [7].

The SIP-IMS module has the following characteristics:

• The session setup process, which includes the S-CSCF, P-CSCF, I-CSCF, and UAC (User Agent Client) and Application Servers
(AS) entities.

• Support for multiple domains in the IMS network and roaming.

• SIP proxies support redundancy.

• SIP proxies have the ability to control the processing time of requests.

• HSS requests are delayed in this simulation.

In [8], they presented the analysis of IMS signaling for some of the key SIP messages used in IMS signaling. In addition,
scalability and performance of the signaling part are evaluated using NS2 (Network Simulator).

In [9], the authors conducted a study on risk analysis and cost analysis for interworking on the new secure IMS architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we present the general context. Section 3 defines the architecture
studied. Section 4 describes the configuration of the simulation. In Section 5 we present the results and analyzes.

Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Background

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is an architectural framework for providing IP multimedia services. IMS is a centralized
architecture divided into several layers, such as the access layer, with a multitude of gateways: MRF (Multimedia Resource
Function) which provides media-related functions such as media handling, IMSMGW IMS) terminates multimedia media from a
network of switched circuits and multimedia streams of a packet network, MGCF (“Multimedia Gateway Controller Function”) is
a SIP parameter that controls the resources of a gateway Multimedia through an H.248 interface, Signaling Gateway (SGW) is a
signaling interface with the CS signaling plane that transforms lower layer protocols such as Stream Control Transmission
Protocol (SCTP) to switch the ISDN user from the MGCF to CS.BGCF (Border Gateway Control Function) indicates whether a
session is terminated on the PSTN and determines which MGCF should process it.

The control layer contains: HSS (Home Subscriber Server) which is the central database of all clients and different services
available,CSCF (Call Session Control Function) is a control layer that includes a device that supports SIP signaling and
conversational flow of exchange, P-CSCF (Proxy CSCF) is a SIP proxy that is the first point of contact for The IMS terminal that
can be located Either in full IMS networks or in the home network, the S-CSCF (Serving-CSCF) is the central node of the
signaling plane. This is a SIP server that performs a session control. It uses the Diameter CX and DX interface to download the
required subscriber profile information from the HSS server, and I-CSCF (Interrogating CSCF) is another SIP feature located on
the edge of an administrative domain.

This IP address is published in the DNS server to be found in the remote server and used as an exchange point, SLF (subscriber
location function) is an entity in an IP multimedia subsystem that provides information about the (NAS) is responsible for
providing certain parameters (eg, IP address) to the terminals in its network connection, S -PDF (Serving Policy DecisionFunction)
makes policy decisions. It receives requests from the application function and sends resource requests to the second sub
function. It is based on the user’s profile to make policy decisions; In the transport layer, we will have in this layer a multitude
of Gateway: DSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexor) is the machine placed at the center of the phones and
regroups the large numbers ADSL lines to send it to the network of the operator Internet and vice versa, WAG (WLAN Access
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Gateway) provides filtering, policy and pricing capabilities for traffic between WLAN user equipment and the 3GPP network,
Radio Access Network (RAN) Mobile telecommunication system, it implements radio access technology.

Figure 1. IMS Reference Architecture taken from [10]

3. Architecture of Our Study

The architecture studied aims at evaluating the signaling provided by the SIP protocol. This architecture contains essentially
two small remote networks separated by multiple hops, each network contains clients and SIP proxy servers. We will evaluate
the requests (SIP_200, SIP_REGISTER, ACK, SIP_INVITE) while giving the transition time of these packets from one jump to the
other, and specifying the time of queuing, The output of the queue and the reception of the packet at its destination, the
following results have been extracted:

- Packet transmission delay.

- Packet size by transmission delay.

- Gigue.

Figure 2. Architecture studied
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4. Simulation Set-up

Figure 3. Authentication of an IMS client

We will use the NS2 simulator to simulate our studied architecture, which consists in evaluating the different SIP requests that
circulate in the IMS network.

Packet Size Packet type

250 SIP_200

300 SIP_REGISTER

550 ACK

800 SIP_INVITE

Table 1. Type of SIP packets

Table 1 shows the type of SIP packets. This simulation helps us to evaluate signaling packets in the IMS network.

Figure 4. end-to-end transmission delay on the number of packets

5. Results and Analysis
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Note that the average of the transmission delay is at most for the number of packets equal to 5, the minimum value of the
transmission delay average is for the number of packets equal to 33 between the number of packets 2 and 10 , There is a
significant change in the values of the transmission delay average and for the packet numbers of 10 or more there are simple
differences in the mean transmission delay values, And according to the standards defined by ITU-T [11] the end-to-end
transmission delay of less than 150 ms is acceptable.

Figure 5. Packet size on end-to-end transmission delay

Note in the graph above that the transmission delay of a packet per hop is proportional to the size of the packets, when the
packet size increases the transmission delay also increases.

Figure 6. Packet size on jitter
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Note that we have several jitter values for a packet that has the same size

Figure 7. Maximum of transmission time on size of packets

Note that as the packet size increases, the maximum average transmission delay increases.

6. Conclusion and Perspectives
This article presents a study of the performance of the signaling protocol in the IMS network. The simulation was tested on NS2
and performed using the C ++ code of NS2 SIP. The results show that the delay of transmission and the jitter depends on the
type of the SIP request and the sizes of the packets. Future work will take into account the multimedia part in the IMS network,
based on an architecture that combines the SIP signaling protocol and the multimedia transport protocol on the IMS Real time
Transport Protocol (RTP).
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